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The main goal of the present research statement is to develop an educational computerized framework able to detect in which tasks a child has difficulties and generate a personalized intervention based on automatic observation and evaluation of data, as part of an interdisciplinary project at the crossroads of Computer Science, Cognitive Science, Biology and Psychology.

In Argentina, different government programs have provided most students with a personal laptop computer. This unified digital platform allows educational interventions and research in a country-wide fashion. Implementing this intervention requires the development of many tools and methods. One such method constitutes the main aim of this proposal: the development of data mining techniques to infer human-computation algorithms from the huge corpus of data that is being currently collected.

We aim to combine ideas from intelligent tutor systems developed at Carnegie Mellon University[1] with training cognitive bricks (such as executive functions) at initial levels in primary school using specific games. We will focus on children in their first years of schooling (5-8 years old). By the creation of training games and their deployment country-wide, we propose the formation of a massive-scale repository of human-development cognitive data, and the methods for their analysis.

Specifically, the goals of the proposed work are:

- to detect functions of human computation algorithms during the development at school, such as numerosity, planning, inhibitory control and working memory.
- to design activities to stimulate and identify different human computational capacities and to collect information about how the computations are made while students use these activities
- data mining of the behavioral logs to quantify the involved processes while children learn, looking for unknown new facts about human computation
- the design of new activities and improvement of existing ones to automatically adapt to the child’s needs and improve the development of human computation functions.

These objectives build a closed loop in the educational process where the own activities and their usage let us discover how human make computation, which in turn open a path to the development of new activities that will take us a step closer in the path of discovering the secrets of the children’s mind architecture.

To achieve the objectives we split the activities in 4 different stages:

1. Identification of cognitive capabilities and generation of training activities.[2,3,4]
2. Design, development and deployment of a scalable framework, containing the training activities, for interventions and collecting behavioral logs.

3. Mining of collected data: search for correlations in time, and between different activities by mining in massive datasets[5], and develop heuristics to estimate measures and model parameters[6,7].

4. Design adaptive activities: development of machine learning techniques that model individual-user behavior while using the activities. Including adaptive strategies based on ITS[1] that will let us calibrate difficulty and other parameters automatically within the activities. The main goal will be the detection of students that try to solve problems without understanding their nature[8].

Nowadays stage 1 has been finished and stage 2 will be finished by the end of 2014.
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